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The introduction of insulin therapy revolu-
tionised the treatment of diabetes. However, not

all the problems of diabetes were solved. Although
deaths from ketoacidosis declined, deaths from

atherosclerosis have correspondingly increased.
Atherosclerosis is now the major cause of death in

both insulin dependent and non-insulin dependent
diabetes.
The exact relationship between diabetes and

atherosclerosis remains unclear. Although risk

factors for atherosclerosis such as abnormal blood
lipids and hypertension are common in diabetes

they do not appear to entirely account for the
increased incidence of cardiovascular disease1).
For the past twenty years there has been accumula-

ting evidence of a relationship between insulin and
atherosclerosis. Although this evidence has mainly

been gathered in studies of non-diabetic patients
there is reason to believe that it might be relevant

to diabetics as well.

Clinical and Epidemiological Studies

Insulin and Cardiovascular Disease

The first studies relating insulin to cardiovascular
disease showed elevated insulin responses to oral

glucose tolerance tests in subjects who had re-
covered from myocardial infarction2). Later

studies3) indicated that cardiac disease is not
necessary for the abnormal insulin response as it
was also found in patients with cerebrovascular4)

and peripheral arterial disease5) as well as in those
whose coronary artery disease was angiographically

demonstrated in the absence of myocardial

damage6). The abnormal insulin levels only oc-
curred in response to oral glucose and were not

present when intravenous glucose or tolbutamide7)
were the challenge.
Population studies are an important investiga-

tive technique in atherosclerosis research. Two
studies have indicated that populations with a high
incidence of cardiovascular disease have greater

insulin responses to oral glucose than populations
with lower rates of atherosclerosis. In South Africa

the white population, which has a Western type
incidence of cardiovascular disease, has a response

to oral glucose considerably higher than that of the
black population which has relatively little

ischaemic heart disease8). A study of 40 year old
healthy men in Edinburgh and Stockholm showed

that Scottish men have higher insulin responses to

oral glucose than Swedish men9). The incidence of
ischaemic heart disease in Scotland is one of the

highest in the world whereas that in Sweden is
lower.
Three prospective epidemiological studies have

investigated the relationship between insulin and
the subsequent development of cardiovascular

disease. In the Helsinki policemen study10) men
aged 30-59 years were given a 75-90g oral glucose

tolerance test with glucose and insulin sampling
in the fasting state and one and two hours after

glucose. It was found that the five year incidence of
myocardial infarction and death from coronary

heart disease was highest in those with highest

plasma insulin levels at all times of sampling. The
Paris civil servants study11) was a study of men

aged 43-54 years with glucose and insulin sampled
in the fasting state and two hours after a 75g oral

glucose load. The 5 1/4 year incidence of myo-
cardial infarction and coronary death was related
to insulin levels but mnost closely related to the
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insulin to glucose ratio both fasting and two hours

after glucose. The Busselton, Western Australia

study12) differed somewhat from the other two in

that it included both men and women in an age

range of 21 to over 70 years. A 50g oral glucose

load was given in the non fasting state and glucose

and insulin were measured one hour afterwards.

The six year coronary heart disease incidence and

12 year coronary heart disease mortality rate were

related to the baseline insulin levels in men aged

60 years and over。 No significant relationship was

found in men of any other age or in women. Thus,

the Busselton study differs from the other two in a

number of respects including the fact that women

studied, the wider age range of the subjects and the

fact that fasting insulin levels were not measured.

In all three studies multivariate analysis showed

that the relationship of insulin to cardiovascular

disease was independent of the other risk factors

measured including plasma lipids, blood pressure

and blood sugar.

The three prospective studies have all shown

that plasma insulin levels have a predictive value in

the development of ischaemic heart disease, at

least in men. Because the study subjects differed

in age and sex it is difficult to find a consensus on

the exact role of insulin as a risk factor for

ischaemic heart disease. Further prospective epide-

miological studies are essential.

Insulin Levels in Diabetes

Although the glucose intolerance of diabetes is

due to relative or absolute deficiency of insulin

secretion, circulating insulin levels in diabetics may

be higher than those in non-diabetics. The reasons

differ in the two major types of diabetes.

In non-insulin dependent (type 2 diabetes) insulin

secretion in response to glucose is deficient

compared to weight matched non-diabetics13).

However, basal insulin levels are unchanged and

therefore obese people will have higher basal

insulin levels than thin people irrespective of the

presence of diabetes. Because obesity is much more

common in diabetes of this type than in the popula-

tion as a whole, many of these patients will have

higher circulating insulin levels than many non-

diabetics. The relationship of body weight to the

development of vascular complications of diabetes

has not been wideiy studied. However, in a number

of studies it has been shown that diabetics who are

overweight14) or who have gained weight15) are

more prone to vascular disease than those whose
weight has remained normal.

Insulin dependent (type 1) diabetes is a condition
of severe insulin deficiency. However, these patients

are not allowed to remain insulin deficient but are

treated with exogenous insulin, usually given as
one or two subcutaneous iniections each day. The
insulin is thus given by an abnormal route, into the

systemic rather than the portal circulation, and
the regulation of insulin delivery into the blood

stream is not related to nutrient needs. At many

time of the day, particularly between meals and
overnight, insulin treated diabetics have higher

insulin levels than non diabetics16). The use of
exogenous insulin induces the development of anti-

insulin antibodies. As well as inhibiting the action
of insulin and hence producing the need for higher

insulin doses, these reversibly complex with insulin

to form a reservoir from which insulin can be
released. For this reason insulin levels are high in

patients who have had long term treatment with
insulin17).

The relationship of insulin levels to cardio-
vascular disease in diabetics has not been studied

in a prospective fashion. There are two studies of
small numbers of diabetics which have found

higher insulin levels18), or insulin/glucose ratios14),
in the diabetics with cardiovascular disease than

in the controls. Prospective studies of the relation-

ship of insulin levels to cardiovascular disease in
diabetes mellitus are urgently needed.

Experimental Studies

Experimental Atherosclerosis

Animal experiments allow study of the effect of

changes in diet or treatment on the development of
vascular lesions. The exact relevance of these ex-

periments to spontaneous human disease can be

questioned. Nevertheless, they provide supporting
evidence for epidemiological and clinical studies.
Cholesterol fed rabbits are a classical model for

experimental atherosclerosis. Two groups of
workers in the late 1940s studied the effect of a1-

loxan diabetes on dietary cholesterol induced
vascular lesions in rabbits. The untreated diabetic

animals had alower incidence of vascular disease
than the controls19,20). Later experiments showed

that treatment with insulin reversed the apparent

protective effect of diabetes on experimental
atherosclerosis21).
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Another animal model of atherosclerosis is the

cholesterol fed chicken. The regression of vascular
disease which occurred when the chickens were

changed from a high cholesterol diet to a normal
diet could be prevented by the treatment with

insulin at that time22). Insulin also overcame the

protective effect of oestrogens on experimental
atherosclerosis in chickens22). More recently the
effect of insulin on chickens fed a normal diet has

been studied. Nineteen weeks treatment with
insulin zinc suspension in a mean dose of 3 units

per day resulted in increased lipid containing
lesions in the aorta compared with control animals

not treated with insulin23).
The artery is not an inert tube but consists of

active metabolic tissue and the regulation of
arterial metabolism is relevant to the development

of vascular disease. When incubated in vitro insulin
has no effect on aortic metabolism24). However,

if the aorta is perfused at a physiological intra-
iuminal pressure insulin stimulates lipid metabo-

lism25). This is consistent with the findings that in
vitro metabolism of the aorta is directly related to

insulin levels in the animal at the time the aorta is
removed24,26). Insulin levels were manipulated by

streptozotocin24), by dietary change or by insulin
injections26), the relationship of insulin levels to

aortic metabolism being the same in all cases
indicating that the aorta responds to exogenous

and endogenous insulin in a similar fashion.

Insulin and Arterial Cells
Atherosclerosis is a disease of the intima and

inner media of artery. There are two cells in this

part of the artery-endothelial cells and smooth
muscle cells. A current theory of the pathogenesis
of atherosclerosis suggests that one of the earliest
lesions is an alteration or injury to the endothelium,

removing its protective effect and allowing ex-

posure of the adjacent tissue to harmful con-
stituents in the plasma, including platelets, lipo-

proteins and hormones27). An early response is
proliferation of smooth muscle cells in the intima
and inner media. Later the cells incorporate lipo-

proteins and together with monocyte-macrophages
from the circulation become the foam cells of the
lesion. Atherosclerosis thus involves four cell types,

two arterial cells-endothelial and smooth muscle

cells, and two circulating cells-platelets and
monocytes27). The effect of insulin has been studied

on the arterial cells.

Insulin in concentrations within the physiological
range causes proliferation of smooth muscle cells

cultured from monkey28), rat29) and human30)

sources. Serum from which insulin has been re-
moved is less effective in stimulating arterial

smooth muscle cell proliferation than. whole
serum28), indicating again that native insulin and

exogenous insulin have similar effects. Receptors
for the growth function of insulin differ from those
for its metabolic function, the latter being affected

in insulin resistance31). Thus, it might be expected

that arterial smooth muscle cells will respond to
high concentrations of insulin even in states of
insulin resistance. Lnsulin also stimulates the

migration of smooth muscle cells32), another
important mechanism in the early stage of athero-

sclerosis. A further action of insulin of relevance
to atherogenesis is the promotion of the interaction

of low density lipoproteins with their receptor on
the cell surface33).

Although endothelial cells contain receptors for
insulin34), insulin has no effect on the proliferation

or metabolism of these cells35,36). In this way

endothelial cells may act as a barrier protecting
the inner parts of the artery from the effects of

circulating insulin. However, endothelial cells from
different sources may have different responses to

stimuli. Thus, large vessel endothelial cells do not
respond to insulin whereas those derived from
retinal capillaries do37). Whether this reflects a

difference in the cells themselves or in their environ-
ment remains unclear.

Although endothelial cells do not mespond to
insulin glucose inhibits the proliferation of endo-

thelial cells38). Thus, high glucose concentrations
may cause or potentiate endothelial injury. On the

other hand, glucose has no effect on smooth muscle
cell proliferation39).

Condusions

Insulin has a number of effects on the vessel

which may be relevant to atherosclerosis (Table)
Using the clinical and epidemiological evidence a

hypothesis can be formulated showing how the
coincidence of high glucose and high insulin con-

centrations may affect the arterial wall in a way
which may predispose to atherosclerosis. Glucose
may act on endothelial cells causing or potentiating

endothelial injury. This allows the smooth muscle
cells of the intima and inner media to be exposed

to plasma constituents including insulin as well
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Table Actions of insulin which may be related to

atherogenesis

as platelets and lipoproteins. Insulin will cause

proliferation of smooth muscle cells and induce
their migration into the intima. Lipid will accumu-
late in the smooth muscle cells as well as in

monocyte macrophages and eventually a com-

piicated lesion may occur.
If this hypothesis is true then atherosclerosis

might be prevented by methods which reduce

glucose levels without the need for high concentra-
tions of insulin. Such methods would include
weight reduction in those who are obese, physical

exercise and the development of new ways of
delivering to those diabetics who require it. It is

interesting that in a large study of diabetics in
Denmark it was found that among the factors

associated with prolonged survival were good con-

trol, low insulin dose and low body weight40).
These would all be consistent with the hypothesis.
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